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Objective: Investigate the reliability of a custom-designed, portable, stereo-hearing 
testing system (as in the Ganev, 2017, Au.D. dissertation) when subjects self-administer 
two different stereo-hearing tasks at home.  Results obtained under known and supervised 
conditions at a university clinic or lab versus unknown conditions at the participants’ 
homes were compared.  Intra-subject comparison, and inter-subject trends, discerned the 
reliability of patient setup and self-administration of the two tasks. 
Design: Ten subjects were evenly split among two conditions: five subjects each setup 
and self-administered the tasks first at home and then received direction in the clinic, and 
five received direction and did the tasks in the clinic first.  In each condition, there were 
two stereo-hearing tasks. The first task was a localization assessment: participants 
attempted to identify the location of multiple short noise bursts from one of eight 
speakers in a horizontal array (random presentation).  The second task was a speech-in-
noise assessment: participants identified the color/number specification as presented by a 
speaker while a simultaneous, adaptive, noise presentation occurred.   The speech-in-
noise task repeated in four different fixed, locational configurations with at least 10 trials 
each.   
Results: Testing at home was as good as testing in the clinic.  Averaged localization 
errors were only 0.4 degrees (1/50th of the distance between test speakers) worse at home 
than in the clinic, and this difference was not significant (p>0.8). There was no difference 
in speech-in-noise thresholds at home versus clinic.   There was no significant learning 
effect in either task; that is, no consistent difference between the first and second test. 




small effect size); participants who completed the task at home first performed better than 
those in the clinic.  
Conclusion: Patients can reliably setup and self-administer the deployable stereo-hearing 
test system with no decrement in performance compared to those receiving supervised 
testing in a controlled environment.  This validates the Ganev, 2017, dissertation and 
enables future use of this system to test stereo-hearing within patients’ homes. The 
marginally significance location-by-order interaction might indicate that being forced to 



















Statement of the Problem: 
Approximately one in every 10,000 to 20,000 children is born with congenital aural 
atresia, occurring unilaterally more frequently than bilaterally (Kelley & Scholes, 2007), 
and in males more than females.  Aural atresia typically is accompanied by microtia and 
presents as an absent external auditory canal and abnormal/underdeveloped middle ear 
system, which together result in a conductive hearing loss in the atretic ear ranging from 
45-60 dB HL, with most patients retaining a normal inner ear (Wilmington, Gray, & 
Jahrsdoerfer, 1994).   
Unilateral listeners may receive interventions that may fully, or partially, restore 
their hearing; in the case of the aural atresia population, that intervention is often a 
reparative surgery in the form of reconstructing the outer ear, external auditory canal, 
and/or middle ear space.  Once the atretic ear is surgically opened, the patient typically 
hears normal, air-conducted, binaural sounds for the first time (Gray, Kesser, and Cole, 
2009), and air-conducted speech reception thresholds in the previously atretic ear 
typically improve to normal, or near-normal, levels with scores between 15-35 dB HL 
(Jahrsdoerfer, 1992). 
The corrected atretic ear is in a sense a ‘new’ ear.  There is immediate benefit of 
binaural redundancy and head shadow (Gray, Kesser, and Cole, 2009).   Binaural squelch 
and localization improve after surgery, but typically do not improve to normal limits 
within a month’s time. There is, unfortunately, limited long-term data on the emergence 







regarding binaural processing following successful atresia repair is necessary to help 
determine the best intervention strategies for unilateral atresia patients.  In the case of 
unilateral atresia patients, if the contralateral ear has normal thresholds, there is no 
consensus regarding what intervention strategy provides the most benefit: corrective 
surgery, bone anchored hearing aids (BAHAs), or a middle ear implant (Agterberg et al., 
2014).  Patients come from far distances for surgery and typically only return when 
hearing decreases.   To assess longitudinal progress, an efficient way to test stereo 
hearing in or near patients’ homes would be desirable.   Long-term follow-up would help 
determine the best intervention for unilateral atresia patients.  As a result, a deployable, 
stereo-hearing device was developed to test binaural processing in patients’ homes 
following their corrective surgeries (Ganev, 2017). 
The device was designed and assembled at James Madison University (JMU) 
through the collaboration of the Engineering Department and the Communication 
Sciences and Disorders Department to complete several graduation requirements: two 
capstone projects, an undergraduate honors thesis, and an Au.D. doctoral dissertation 
(Allen et al., 2013; Harwell et al., 2014; Ganev, 2017).  The deployable device was 
designed to assess the binaural integration tasks of localization and the ability to detect 
speech in the presence of noise from different speaker sources.  Ganev (2017) first 
demonstrated that the device produced differences in the performance between true one- 
and two-eared listeners in both localization and speech-detection tasks, with large effect 
sizes (Cohen’s d > 1).  Ganev then sent the device to the homes of nine post-operative 







researcher.  After demonstrating successful deployment to a targeted population, the 
question emerged if subjects could accurately and reliably self-administer the test as 
designed. 
Several factors have been identified as possible interferences when self-
administering the stereo-hearing tests.  Distractions include, but are not limited to, family 
members, the noise level of the subject’s chosen testing room, the acoustics of the 
subject’s designated testing room, pets, personal devices (cell phones, computers, other 
electronics), and other uncontrollable environmental noises.  Despite careful design and 
instructions, it is possible (though unlikely) the device could be set up incorrectly.   
Additionally, participants could ‘cheat’ in various ways such as hints from a normal-
hearing listener. 
For self-administration, participants received detailed instructions with guiding 
pictures to assist in the setup of the device as well as systematic instructions before and 
during the testing.  For supervised testing the device was setup and testing procedures 
were explained by the researcher; minimal instructions were read by the subject other 
than the prompts provided through the software of the device itself.   Discrepancies 
between these two conditions, self- and supervised- testing, were thus explored.    
The present study assessed the ensemble effects of all the uncontrolled factors that 
might be present when patients set up and use the device when unsupervised in their 
homes.   Specifically, we quantified the variability in self-administered results compared 
to results obtained within a clinical environment, which was setup and supervised by the 







Purpose of the Study: 
Investigate the efficacy of self-administering the stereo-hearing test device by comparing 
the data of two tasks, sound localization and speech-in-noise, with researcher facilitation 
and setup of the device in a clinical environment (supervised) versus the subject setup 
and administration of the tasks in the subject’s home (unsupervised).  The goal of this 
study is to quantify concurrent validity of unsupervised data collection.  This study 
included participants with a variety of congenital and acquired hearing losses, all of 
whom had stable hearing throughout the duration of the study.  Subjects using 
amplification removed their devices for all tasks in both testing conditions, at home and 
at clinic. 
Research Hypotheses: 
We hypothesize that differences in the localization and speech-in-noise tasks, between 
self-administered and supervised conditions, will be underwhelming, emphasizing that 
the data obtained through unsupervised administration are sufficiently reliable to provide 
long-term follow-up after canalplasty.  Good reliability in self-administered tests will 
emphasize that environmental variables can adequately be controlled by the subject 
within their home during the automated test administration.  We further hypothesize that 
intra-subject data will not reflect a significant learning curve, showing a consistency of 
scores from their first exposure to the tasks and their second exposure (so long as hearing 
thresholds have remained stable).  This series of tests will validate the deployable stereo 
hearing test system as a reliable means of measuring sound localization and hearing in 









The concept of telehealth, healthcare that is provided over a distance between the 
physical location of the patient and the clinical professional, has existed for several 
decades in many areas of patient care.  The branch of telehealth concerning audiology is 
typically referred to as teleaudiology.  In the field of audiology, telehealth has typically 
reflected communicative care, such as counseling, and has progressed into hearing aid 
care due to the widespread development and access to personal technology (cell phones, 
computers, access to the internet).   
Nearly a decade ago, a paper on the emergence of binaural hearing after ear 
surgery ended by saying, “longer follow-up is an important next step; the youngest 
[congenital aural atresia repair] patients may take more time to learn new complex tasks 
involving the use of signals from two ears” (Gray, Kesser, and Cole, 2009).  The patients 
receiving a canalplasty surgery have a well-defined need for continued patient care and 
follow-up, particularly to monitor the emergence of binaural processes, which can only 
be evaluated over an extended period.  Within audiology, noted barriers in receiving 
hearing healthcare are distances to the provider, cost of services and travel, and the lack 
of specialists within a service area – which is reflected in appointment waitlist times 
(Givens & Elangovan, 2003; Jacobs & Saunders, 2014).  Aural atresia patients, who may 
travel from multiple states away to receive their canalplasty, are often not afforded 
resources to continue patient care where they received surgery due to the limitations 







resource in which hearing progress can be monitored, recommendations can be better 
managed, and outcomes better predicted.   
It has been noted that one of the most revolutionary aspects to audiology patient 
care has been the introduction of personal electronic devices that have enabled patients to 
connect with providers.  Although teleaudiology could provide more patients access to 
hearing healthcare, there are several confounding elements, including: accurate billing 
and coding, service reimbursement, and most importantly, establishing a method of valid 
calibration for diagnostic testing (Givens & Elangovan, 2003). 
Obstacles and Attitudes Regarding Teleaudiology: 
Teleaudiology has provided more opportunities for patients to gain access to hearing 
healthcare while minimizing the costs associated with care.  Regarding the current patient 
care model, the following has been noted: 
“The current standard of care in surgical practice often involves … ongoing 
established visits ...  With this model, a number of burdens are placed on both the 
patient and the ambulatory clinic.  The patient incurs travel time, missed work, 
lost wages, and transportation costs.  The clinic incurs staffing costs as well as the 
opportunity cost of potentially accommodating new patients” (Zheng et al., 2018).     
An attempt to address these problems has been through increased telehealth opportunities 
and guided self-assessments.  Home testing models are becoming more frequent in many 
aspects of patient care, some of which require a professional to evaluate the self-
assessment, others providing diagnoses instantaneously, such as home pregnancy tests.   







percent of homosexual men would prefer STD testing at home and would pay $20 more 
to do so and 50% of young adults would pay $10 more for unsupervised, home tests 
(Pearson et al., 2018).  As technology continues to evolve, more instances of successful 
telehealth services emerge.  Reportedly, the Medical Center of Central Massachusetts 
evaluated the validity of face-to-face diagnosis versus teleconference diagnosis among 
patients who were involuntarily committed.  They found that face-to-face diagnosis and 
teleconference diagnosis had an excellent correlation between the two conditions, 
rendering teleconference diagnosis a success.  (Givens & Elangovan, 2003).   
 The luxury of privacy and the convenience of home testing may outweigh the 
incurred costs of guided self-assessment-technology, as well as the delivery and retrieval 
of any device utilized by the patient.  A counterargument often used against teleaudiology 
is the perceived increase in care cost, particularly the development and implementation of 
software/devices that could accurately provide a patient with hearing healthcare.  Cost, 
however, is relative; depending on patient demographics, paying more for a telehealth 
service may outweigh the physical toll and financial aspect of travel.   
 The Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium (AFHCAN) provide patients access 
to hearing healthcare in remote areas.  Following its implementation in 2003, the program 
has saved patients 12.7 million traveling miles as well as $37.8 million in associated 
costs; additionally, five-month-long delay for appointments were decreased from 47% of 
all appointment to 3% following implementation.  Most impressive were reports of 
patient satisfaction, with 100% of patients reporting an increased willingness to 







(Jacobs & Saunders, 2014). 
 Patients are enthused about the prospects of receiving audiological care within the 
convenience of their homes.  A survey regarding attitudes towards teleaudiology revealed 
that 75% of patients rated themselves as moderately to extremely willing to utilize 
teleaudiology, however, professionals are hesitant to utilize tele-based systems in patient 
assessments. Many audiology professionals are skeptical of the accuracy of assessment, 
calibration of the technology used within patient homes, or that teleaudiology would not 
successfully result in an increase to patients’ access to healthcare.  Additionally, 71% of 
audiology professionals surveyed indicated that they believed teleaudiology would have a 
minimal impact on the earning potential of clinics.  (Singh et al., 2014).   
Validity of Self-Administered Audiometric Tests:  
Several types of teleaudiology assessments have been developed, including those that 
collect real-time data, remote monitoring (using devices created specifically for patient 
guided assessment), and mobile health which uses smartphone technology (Jacobs & 
Saunders, 2014).  The current research utilized the store and forward telehealth model 
(Jacobs & Saunders, 2014), meaning a device is given to the patient for self-assessment 
and then forwarded to an audiology professional for interpretation and review. 
 Audiometric assessments that do not require soundfield testing within a calibrated 
space have proven to be successful in home self-administration, but require explicit 
methodology to account for environmental factors, patient instruction and understanding, 
and calibration. 







particularly with the advancements made in cellular and computer technology.  Masalski 
& Krecicki (2013) explored the validity of self-assessed audiometry when comparing 
hearing thresholds obtained by participants within the clinic using conventional 
audiometry (series 1), within the clinic using a specially calibrated computer (series 2), 
and a self-assessment at home using subjects’ personal computers and personal 
headphones (series 3).  When compared, series 1 and 2 had a mean difference of -1.54 
dB, with a standard deviation of 7.88 dB, between thresholds obtained, and a correlation 
of .9.  Series 1 and 3 had a mean threshold difference of -1.34 dB, with a standard 
deviation of 10.66 dB, and a high correlation of .84.  250 Hz was problematic for the self-
assessment at home, falling below the high correlation obtained in the clinic (.9) with a 
correlation of .69, which is likely due to the ambient noise of the home.  The factor which 
influenced the data the most was the physical calibration of the computers utilized, which 
maintained similar errors in series 2 and 3.  To calibrate the computers, participants were 
asked to approximate a measurement of 0 dB HL using a volume toggle slider on the 
computer; those conducting the test at home were asked to have a family member or 
friend below the age of 35 assist them with calibration.  Self-calibration proved 
problematic, the standard deviation increased as hearing loss worsened, making it more 
difficult to assess patients with moderate or worse hearing loss accurately.  Surveyed 
participants noted that series 3 testing was simpler, faster, more flexible, and more 
attractive than conventional audiometric testing.  (Masalski & Krecicki, 2013). 
 Calibration of self-assessed hearing tests within the home is a prominent issue 







with proper methodology are essential in a valid self-assessment device.  Calibration of 
the device can also be affected by environmental factors; Masalski & Krecicki (2013), 
noting a decrease in threshold correlations between all series tested at 250 Hz. Low 
frequencies, particularly 250 Hz, are typically associated with ambient noise; ambient 
noise can compete with the stimulus presented, particularly when low-frequency 
thresholds are near normal.  Environmental factors are variables that can only be 
mediated by the participant through explicit instruction.   
 Another home-based, self-administered, audiometric threshold test emerged 
called the Home Hearing TestTM (HHT).  Margolis et al. (2016) investigated the validity 
in self-assessing hearing thresholds.  Participants involved in the study received a 
conventional audiometric test, within a sound treated booth, in the last six months at the 
VA Tennessee Valley Healthcare System Audiology Clinic.  These participants then used 
a personal computer at home (Windows 2007 or newer), installed the software (USB 
provided), and completed the HHT program using a soundcard and earphones supplied 
by HHT.  Hearing thresholds were not tested at 250 Hz due to the previously discussed 
environmental factors (ambient noise) interfering with the accurate assessment of that 
frequency.  HHT thresholds were slightly higher than those obtained through 
conventional audiometry (absolute mean difference of 5.7 dB), however they were not 
significantly different.  (Margolis et al., 2016). 
 The HHT research also found that individuals with low variability between 
multiple tests also had low variability when using the HHT.  Essentially, good 







factor to consider in current and future studies using portable assessment tools.  
Individuals selected to participate in home assessment may need to be reliable patients 
within the clinic.  Individuals with a fair amount of hearing fluctuation or behavioral 
variability (inconsistent, false alarms) when tested within the professional, controlled 
environment are not well suited for the consistency required for self-assessment. 
 de Graaff et al.  (2018) explored the use of a calibrated audio cable and tablet 
computer to enable the self-assessment of cochlear implant users’ speech recognition 
threshold scores in quiet and noise (three lists of 12 consonant-vowel-consonant words in 
each condition).  They created a device that utilized a tablet computer and an audio-cable 
(audio-cable-device) which connected into the auxiliary port of the cochlear implant to 
provide the stimulus. Their participants completed three sessions of testing: the first and 
third conducted by a clinician within a sound booth, using a loud speaker in the 
soundfield, and the second was self-administered at home using the device.  de Graaff 
found that there was no significant difference between loudspeaker clinical testing and 
audio-cable-device self-assessment in quiet, but a significant difference emerged within 
noise between the loudspeaker and the audio-cable-device.  When testing the patient with 
the audio-cable-device in both the clinic and through self-assessment at home, there was 
no significant difference between the SRTs obtained.  (de Graffe et al., 2018). 
 Sound-localization testing is typically done in a controlled laboratory with an 
array of speakers (as in Wilmington, Gray, & Jahrsdoerfer, 1994).   Speech-in-noise tests 
(HINT, SPIN, quickSIN) are similarly done in an audiology clinic, again with speakers 







a soundfield presentation due to the inability to calibrate the patient’s testing room or 
account for competing noises.  We know of no study evaluating a deployable home 
stereo-hearing test system which utilizes soundfield stimulus delivery for self-assessment.  
Kesser, Cole, & Gray (2016) said:  
 “…we acknowledge one limitation of this study, the short-term nature of the 
 hearing results.  We have developed a distributable hearing testing system to 
 collect long-term hearing in noise data to determine if these results are stable over 
 time, or whether patients improve in their ability to pick out a signal from noise, 
 or perhaps decline.”   
 The creation of the deployable stereo-hearing test was largely due to the need for 
longitudinal data and to combat several problems in patient follow-up reiterated 
throughout this review: cost of travel, time of travel, and patient fatigue.  Thus, a new 
device utilizing a soundfield stimuli presentation was created to provide an inexpensive, 
‘deployable’ assessment intended to be mailed to participants’ homes for relatively easy, 
long-term follow-up (Allen et al., 2013; Harwell et al., 2014). 
Device Design: 
The need for a deployable stereo-hearing test device was originally identified and 
conceptualized by Dr. Bradley Kesser, an Otolaryngologist at the University of Virginia 
Medical Center, Dr. Lincoln Gray, a professor and researcher in James Madison 
University’s (JMU) Communication Sciences and Disorders (CSD) department, and an 
honors CSD student, who worked on this study in part to complete an honors thesis, 







stereo-hearing test device was developed and programmed in partnership with the JMU 
Engineering department as part of the graduation requirement to complete a capstone 
project during junior and senior years.  The engineering team comprised of six members 
and their advisor, Dr. Robert Nagel, between 2012-2014. 
During the entirety of the present study, the device was composed of  21 separate 
parts, not including instructional materials, which assembled to create the functioning 
stereo-hearing test: one laptop, one laptop charger, one device mat (on top of which 
everything was placed in designated spots), one hardwired mouse, eight portable 
speakers, 8 female adapter speaker stands, and one hub box (the hub box contained all the 
additional wiring for the device).  The programming language used to create the software 
was MATLAB.  The JMU MATLAB site license allowed a compiled version of the 
program to be legally distributed to an infinite number of users with no additional license 
fees to those users; thus, future additions, retractions, or revisions to the code can be 
made for continued use and improvement (Allen et al., 2013).   
The device was designed with a focus on clear instruction and an intuitive process 
of assembly.  The hub box contained wires and units required for the system to run: the 
speaker amplifiers, a USB hub port (where all the hardware converged), and the digital to 
analog converters; all of which were enclosed in a box (the ‘hub box’) that was labeled to 
remain unaltered and unopened. Wires emerged from the hub box containing the male 
plugs for the portable speakers, all of which were affixed (via industrial glue) to the eight, 
3D-printed female speaker stands.  The 3D-printed, female speaker stands each had a 







paired to their male counterpart, which were also 3D -printed with a single number, one 
through eight (Figure 1).  The speaker plugs were glued to a designated female stand to 
ensure the wiring of the speakers aligned with their designated USB hub for program 
functionality.   

















Figure 1:  The 3D printed speaker stand.  When separated, the pair consists of the male 
stand (left) and the female stand (right).   In the picture, the speaker is already affixed to 
the female 3D printed stand; the male stand is glued to the mat and immobile.   
 
This design allowed subjects to accurately place the speaker, wire, and stand on 
the correct male speaker stand pair, which was affixed (via industrial glue) to the mat to 
ensure consistent location.  An outline was drawn on the mat to indicate where the laptop 
should be placed.  The hardwired mouse USB-port, as well as the USB port for the hub 
box, were clearly labeled on the laptop to ensure distinct placement and identification 
(Figure 2).  The hub box also had a designated place drawn on the mat, directly behind 







the device setup with only the written instructions; this helped refine and confirm that 
participants could easily and accurately assemble the device when only provided written 
instructions (Figure 3). 
Figure 2: Labeled Laptop 
Figure 2:  The labeled laptop to assist in home USB placement. 
The type of speakers chosen were assessed by their overall size and their cost-
benefit, additionally, several brands were compared using a Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) analysis.  Cyber Acoustic speakers, model CA-2988, were ultimately chosen due 
to their functionality within the portable design and the FFT response which was 
maintained at a relatively flat response at approximately 80 dB between 20 and 4,000 Hz 
(Allen et al., 2013).  The speakers were affixed at 0°, 20°, 40°, 60°, 120°, 140°, 160°, and 
180°, (where 90o is straight ahead of the listener) forming the eight-speaker array in a 
semicircle on the mat.  The positioning of the speakers was determined through 
preliminary localization tests including unilateral listeners, bilateral listeners, and 







greatest difference among the three groups, which created a basis for assessment and 
improvement.   






Figure 3:  The device set up in its entirety. 
The speaker configuration selected for the CRM task was identified through 
measurements obtained using the 45BB KEMAR head and torso.  During which, FFT 
measurements were taken to analyze the head transfer function, and how it changed, 
based on the signal emitting from one of the eight speakers.  It was determined that the 
head shadow effect was greatest with the speaker pairs one and eight, and least with 
speaker pairs four and five, which determined the speaker pairing for the CRM task 
(Harwell et al., 2014). 
The placement of the laptop in the center of the mat, partially in front of speakers 
four and five, has previously been contested, citing obstruction of signal delivery to the 
subject sitting at 90°, immediately in front of the laptop.  The laptop placement and its 
potential effect on signal perception of the subject was investigated in the 2017 Ganev 







Two laptop placements were tested: in placement one, the laptop was in front of the 
speakers (as traditionally conducted), and in placement two, the laptop was placed behind 
all the speakers on top of the hub box. It was found that laptop placement had no impact 
on the data of subjects in either placement.  Binaural listeners performed the same when 
the laptop was in front of the speakers compared to behind the speakers, rendering no 

























Methods and Materials 
 
The methods and materials used in the current study are identical to those in the Ganev 
dissertation (2017).   Thus, many of the descriptions in this section are very similar.   
Though every attempt was made to quote full sentences to avoid plagiarism, there may be 
an unintended omission.   The work of Ganev (2017) is hereby acknowledged.   
Participants: 
A total of 10 individuals, with varying hearing capabilities and congenital diagnoses, 
participated in this study.  The ages ranged between 7 and 59 years old (x̄ = 23, SD = 18).  
Two participants had previously been diagnosed with unilateral aural atresia and received 
a successful canalplasty (post-operative PTA and SRT in repaired atretic ear <25 dB HL).  
One aural atresia participant presented with normal hearing, with a mild notch at 6000 
Hz, in the left ear and a mild sloping to profound conductive hearing loss in the right ear; 
The other atresia patient had normal hearing in the right ear and a mild rising to normal, 
at 2000 Hz, sloping again to moderately-severe conductive hearing loss in the left ear.  
One participant was a cochlear-implant candidate diagnosed with a unilateral, 
moderately-severe sloping to profound sensorineural hearing loss in the right ear.  One 
participant had neonatal meningitis causing a unilateral, profound sensorineural hearing 
loss in the right ear and normal hearing in the left ear.  One participant presented a history 
of chronic, bilateral Eustachian tube dysfunction, bilateral chronic otitis media, and a 
cholesteatoma in the right ear, resulting in a moderate conductive hearing loss in the left 
ear and moderately-severe, with a severe notch at 6000 Hz, conductive hearing loss in the 







normal limits bilaterally.  Normal hearing was defined as an air-conduction hearing 
threshold at or lower (better) than 25 dB HL across the frequencies of 250 to 8000 Hz.  
Conductive hearing loss was identified when air-conduction thresholds were higher 
(worse) than 25 dB HL with bone-conduction thresholds at or below 25 dB HL with a 
difference greater than or equal to 15 dB HL between the air- and bone-conduction 
thresholds, and sensorineural hearing loss was defined as bone-conduction and air-
conduction thresholds above 25 dB HL with a difference of 10 dB HL or less between the 
air and bone conduction thresholds.  Hearing thresholds were obtained in all participants; 
the five subjects with hearing loss were evaluated prior to the study by licensed 
Audiologists, the five, non-hearing loss participants received an air-conduction hearing 
screening by James Madison University Audiology Doctoral candidates. 
 Pure-tone averages were calculated by averaging air-conduction results obtained 
at 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz, separately for each ear.  The PTA of each participant, and the 
mean subgroup designations are depicted in Table 1.   
 Three participants were recruited by Dr. Bradley Kesser, an Otolaryngologist at 
Table 1: Participant PTA and averaged Subgroup PTA 
Subgroup Designation Codename Right PTA Left PTA Mean Group PTA  
Adult Hearing-Loss 
Crusher 90 dB HL 2 dB HL 
47 dB HL 
(SD = 40) 
Guinan 112 dB HL 17 dB HL 
Lwaxana 35 dB HL 25 dB HL 
Adult  
Non-Hearing-Loss 
LaForge 13 dB HL 13 dB HL 10 dB HL 
(SD = 3) Troi 7 dB HL 8 dB HL 
Pediatric Hearing-Loss 
Lore 3 dB HL 30 dB HL 13 dB HL 
(SD = 12) Riker 18 dB HL 2 dB HL 
Pediatric  
Non-Hearing-Loss 
Picard 2 dB HL 0 dB HL 
2 dB HL 
(SD = 1) 
Worf 3 dB HL 3 dB HL 







the University of Virginia Medical Center, and provided signed informed consent prior to 
their participation in this study.  The remaining seven participants were recruited through 
James Madison University’s Communication Sciences and Disorders Department and the 
Audiology and Speech-Language Clinic.  These seven participants provided informed 
consent prior to participating in tests at the University of Virginia Medical Center (UVA), 
at James Madison University (JMU), or within their home.  All participants clinically 
diagnosed with a hearing-loss, and one participant with normal hearing, were paid for 
their participation and time.  Four of the non-hearing-loss subjects were recruited on a 
volunteer (unpaid) participation basis.   
Inclusion criteria included unilateral, congenital aural atresia patients who were 
not receiving any reconstructive or maintenance surgery at the time of testing, or 
unilateral sensorineural hearing loss patients, or unilateral or bilateral conductive hearing 
loss patients, or normal hearing patients.  Additional inclusion criteria included the ability 
to understand and correctly follow instructions for a self-administered stereo-hearing 
testing device (age of 7 or older); ability to travel to either the University of Virginia 
Medical Center or James Madison University; and the capability to receive the 
deployable stereo-hearing testing device in person, or via mail, within Virginia to self-
administer the test at their home residence.  Exclusion criteria included bilateral aural 
atresia; corrective, interventive, or maintenance surgery that would change the natural 
state of hearing between the clinic and home testing sessions, the inability to participate 
independently in the study due to cognitive or maturational development, and if the 







participant received major surgery between tests, a unilateral cochlear implant, but was 
included in this study because the implant was not used in the 2nd tests and thus hearing 
thresholds in both ears were the same in both tests. 
Performance of each subject in the sound-localization and the speech-in-noise 
tasks was compared between home and clinic testing.  All participant data were combined 
and the mean absolute values for the localization and speech-in-noise tasks were 
compared between test conditions (home or clinic).  The ten subjects were then divided 
among their four subgroup designations (see Appendix B.1) and compared to each other 
in the localization task. 
This research was approved at both the University of Virginia (IRB #12490) and 
James Madison University (IRB #16-0130).  Every participant, or the parent/guardian if 
the participant was a minor (below the age of 18), was contacted by either Dr. Bradley 
Kesser or the researcher to discuss the prospects of participating in this study including: 
the study description, expectations, and the possibility of payment.  The participants were 
divided evenly into two testing conditions.  Five participants (three adult hearing-loss, 
one adult non-hearing-loss, one pediatric non-hearing-loss) began in the supervised 
condition, (UVA/JMU testing) and finished testing with the self-administered condition 
(home testing); five participants (two pediatric hearing-loss, two pediatric non-hearing-
loss, one adult non-hearing-loss) began with the unsupervised condition (home) and 
finished with testing in a UVA or JMU clinic.  Participants’ beginning conditions were 
based on the hearing-loss population’s availability; the non-hearing loss volunteers were 







For home tests, the device was packaged by the researcher with a general 
instruction sheet, a consent form, hearing test setup instructions, and re-packing 
instructions.  Minor participants also received a note to parents, which contained a brief 
description of what the parent/guardian may observe while their child was participating in 
testing and expectations for the parent/guardian involvement.  Every participant, and 
parent/guardian of minors, signed the informed consent form prior to any testing, 
regardless of condition.  Home testing was conducted in a room selected by the 
participant following guidelines outlined in both the general instructions and the hearing 
test setup instructions.  Parents (of minor participants) were permitted to assist in the 
assembly and instruction of their child’s test at home; they were instructed to allow the 
minor to participate independently in testing but may provide procedural assistance when 
need was demonstrated by the child.  For the detailed instructions, re-packing 
instructions, and the note to parents, please see Appendix C.   
For the clinic tests, the device was unpacked and set up by the researcher.   
Instructions were given verbally to the participant who then followed the printed 
instructions provided for the self-administered tests as closely as possible.   During 
supervised testing the researcher assured minimal distractions from electronic devices 
and other family members. 
Test Taking Procedure: 
Depending on the location (home or clinic), the stereo-hearing testing device was either 
already setup by the researcher within a clinical lab (Figure 4) or the device was 







hearing testing device was pre-packaged and hand-delivered to the participant, except for 
a single participant who required it to be mailed to their home address.  After receiving 
the box containing the device, the subjects were instructed to sign the consent forms and 
read all accompanying directions (general instructions, hearing test setup instructions, 
note to parents) in their entirety prior to unpacking the box.  The subjects were asked to 
find a large table and take the test in a quiet environment. 
Figure 4: Clinical Test Setup at UVA 
Figure 4:  The typical clinical setup at UVA which was also mirrored at JMU’s clinical 
facility. 
 
In both testing conditions, after turning on the laptop, the display automatically 
opened to the customized profile screen for the test.  Each participant was given a 
username and password, reserved specifically for them, and was directed to sign in to 
their designated profile (Figure 5).  The participant was directed to sit straight in a chair 
with their head at a comfortable distance in front of the laptop (equidistant from the two 







instructed to hover their head over the bullseye for the entirety of both task one (sound 
localization) and task two (speech-in-noise).  The subject was not to turn the head during 
either task.   
Figure 5: Subject Login Screen 
Figure 5:  Screenshot of the login screen, which appears when the subject turns on the 
laptop of the stereo-hearing testing device.  Subject selects their username and types in 
their password where prompted. 
 
The sound-localization task was always first.  In this task, the subject was 
prompted to select one of the eight speaker icons displayed on the screen to indicate 
where they perceived the sound to have originated.  After completing the 40 sound 
localization trials (each trial is a 250ms, randomized speaker, noise burst), the subject 
was prompted to begin the second task, the speech-in-noise (CRM) task.  The CRM task 


















speaker and noise speaker have fixed locations (each of the four configurations have 
different stimulus/noise speaker pairings).  The participant was instructed to select the 
correct color/number sequence, out of 32 options, while simultaneous broadband noise 
was presented from a speaker in a separate hemifield.  After five consecutive correct 
training trials, the participant moved through each of the four configurations until 
completing the fourth, and final, testing configuration.  Following the completion of the 
CRM task, the program returns to the main login screen where the subject is instructed to 
hit the shutdown icon on the display screen.  All data were automatically saved regardless 
of completion of the test and upon shutdown, meaning if a test was aborted prematurely, 
the trials completed would be saved and the premature shutdown of the test was 
indicated. 
When the participant was tested in the clinic, no re-packing was necessary; they 
were permitted to leave either UVA or JMU at their leisure.  After testing at home, the 
participant followed the re-packing instructions to properly package the device and its 
accessories safely within the box provided, including all other instructional packets and 
their signed consent forms.  It was then arranged for the researcher to pick-up the 
package at the convenience of the subject.   
Stereo-Hearing Task One - Sound Localization: 
The participant, sitting with their head over the bullseye, facing the laptop monitor 
between speakers one and eight, is prompted to choose one of the eight speaker icons 
(Figure 6) on the computer screen after hearing the stimulus.  The stimulus is a 







time within the eight-speaker array, with a burst duration of 250ms.  The broadband noise 
burst was 250ms, 70 dB SPL, with a variance of 2 dB SPL between the 8 speakers.  
Following the noise burst, the subject recorded their perceived location of the sound by 
clicking one of the eight speaker icons on the laptop display.  The sound localization task 
consists of five blocks of eight trials each, where each speaker was activated once in 
random order within each block.  The trials were untimed with no feedback.  The 
computer recorded the speaker number of the stimulus and response for later analysis.   
Figure 6: Sound Localization Test Screen 
Figure 6:  Test screen, as seen by participants, while completing the sound localization 
task. 
Stereo-Hearing Task Two - Speech-In-Noise (CRM): 
The speech-in-noise task consists of several training trials, which presented the stimuli 
with easy signal-to-noise ratios until five correct responses were obtained consecutively, 
followed by the four test configurations where threshold was estimated.  Each of the four 
configurations had fixed, separate signal speaker and noise speaker setups: 
1. Speech signal from speaker eight (on subject’s right) and noise from speaker one 







2. Speech signal from speaker five (subject’s immediate forward right) and noise 
from speaker four (subject’s immediate forward left).  
3. Speech signal from speaker four and noise from speaker five. 
4. Speech signal from speaker one and noise from speaker eight.  
 In each of the four configurations the participant’s threshold is adaptively determined.  
(Ganev, 2017). 
The speech-in-noise task utilized the Corpus Response Measure (Bolia, et al., 
2000) as the signal.  In each of the CRM tasks, the signal is a male speaker using the call 
sign Charlie to direct the subject’s attention to the color/number pairing while a 
broadband noise signal is simultaneously played in the opposite hemifield.  The speech 
signal followed the format “Ready, Charlie, go to color, number now,” the directive 
being for the subject to correctly choose the color and number combination, out of 32 
options shown in Figure 7 while a competing broadband noise of the same duration is 
presented.  This task was first simulated through a trial run where the participant’s 
threshold was not recorded, but rather training the subject to accurately participate in the 
task.  For example, if the signal was “Ready Charlie go to green, five now,” the subject’s 
objective would be to correctly select both the green row, and the column containing five, 







Figure 7: Speech-in-Noise (CRM) Test Screen 
Figure 7:  Test screen, as seen by participants, while completing the CRM task. 
Colors are displayed by the following color rows (top to bottom): blue, green, red, white. 
 
This CRM task utilized a one down, one up, adaptive track that decreased the 
level of the background noise after every incorrect response (one up) and increased the 
background noise after each correct response (one down).  Noise levels changed by 6 dB 
SPL until the fourth change in direction (increase to decrease, or vice versa), then by 4 
dB SPL. Testing continued through the 8th change of direction or 25 trials, whichever 
came first.  Speech was always at 60 dB, and the noise level was capped at 80 dB SPL, 
Threshold was determined by the mean dB(A) of the broadband noise level between the 
fifth to the eighth directional change of the adaptive track.  There was an opportunity to 
rest between the four configurations.  Following the completion of the fourth test 
configuration, the subject was returned to the login screen and directed to shut down the 









To best understand the data analyzed it is important to identify the participants by their 
age and degree of hearing loss.  Each participant was given a codename that they used as 
their login for each test.  As categorized in Appendix B.1: Patient Classification, the 
subgroup designations for each participant codename are the following:  
 Adult hearing-loss: Crusher, Guinan, and Lwaxana 
 Pediatric hearing-loss: Lore and Riker 
 Adult non-hearing-loss: LaForge and Troi 
 Pediatric non-hearing-loss: Picard, Worf, and O’Brien 
Analysis of the data focused on the condition of the tests, whether the tasks were 
completed in the clinic or at home, with subgroup designations considered on a secondary 
basis. 
Sound Localization Task: 
Eight hundred trials were collected in the sound localization task: 40 trials in each of the 
two tests (home and clinic) by 10 listeners.  Before analysis, both the activated and 
selected speaker numbers 5 to 8 were increased by 2, because if speakers had been placed 
every 20 degrees, speakers 4 and 5 would have been missing (behind the computer) and 
the right-most speaker would be #10.  For analysis only, the speaker numbers were 1, 2, 
3, 4, 7, 8, 9, and 10. Figure 8 shows how the eight physical speakers in the deployable 
system were analyzed. With this re-designation, each speaker unit accurately represents 







 Localization errors are reported in ‘speaker units.’ Speaker unit error is the 
absolute value of the activated minus the selected speaker number. For example, if the 
listener perceived that noise from speaker #1 came from speaker #3, this would be an 
error of 2 speakers.   Correct identification of the activated speaker results in a speaker 
error of zero. The maximum error is 9 speaker units.  Multiply speaker unit error by 20 to 
get degrees of error. 
Figure 8: Speaker Position Analysis 
Figure 8:  Number re-designation of the eight physical speakers to include two virtual 










 Figure 9: Localization Performance of all Participants in both Conditions 
Figure 9:  Horizontal sound localization ability of all participants in the home and clinic 
testing conditions; measured in the difference in mean absolute error in speaker selection. 
 
A paired-samples t-test analyzed the absolute error in degrees in speaker units 
between the clinic and home conditions showing no significant difference as seen in the 
Figure 9 above (t9=0.23, p=0.82, Cohen’s d = 0.07, or ‘vanishingly small’ because Cohen 
noted effect size of 0.1 was barely detectable and this is approximately half of that) 
(Cohen, 1988).   Thus, no significant difference between supervised and unsupervised 
testing was observed; several participants had more localization errors at home, whereas 
other participants had more errors in the clinic.   One participant, Crusher, the cochlear 
implant recipient, is an outlier, producing more localizations errors likely due to their 





























Figure 10:  The frequency of speaker selection error is recorded through this histogram, 
the y-axis shows the number of times that each error occurred and the x-axis depicts the 
number of speakers units the selection was away from the signal. 
 
 Figure 10 is a histogram of absolute errors in speaker units for all the 800 trials 
from ten participants.  Y-axis displays the frequency of errors and the x-axis shows the 
speaker difference at which the error occurred; the mode of zero means perfect 
performance.   For instance, if the stimulus was presented from speaker one and the 
participant selected speaker ten, that would result in the maximum error of a nine-speaker 
difference.  This highly skewed distribution is representative of participants’ near-perfect 
performance. Perfect performance and the single speaker unit errors comprise of 87.3% 
of all speaker selections. Of the 800 trials evaluated, speaker unit errors of two or above 







Figure 11: Localization Performance in Home and Clinic 
Figure 11:  Horizontal localization ability in the home and clinic testing conditions 
measured in the mean absolute difference in number (1 to 10) of the activated speaker 
minus the selected speaker.  More errors occurred at home than within the clinical setting. 
 
The absolute values of error (in units of speaker number) were averaged over each 
test: ten participants were each tested twice.   Figure 11 shows the absolute difference in 
speaker selection of each individual participant at home versus the clinical environment 
using the same paired-samples t-test analysis (t9=0.23, p=0.82, Cohen’s d = 0.07) of 
Figure 9.   
The average absolute error was 0.76 (+.07 se) speakers in the supervised tests, and 
0.78 (+.07 se) speakers in the test at home (Figure 12).  The units are in speaker number 







home and clinic (.78-.76) is 0.02 or 1/50th of the distance between speakers.  Since the 
speakers are 20 degrees apart, this amounts to an average 0.4 degree increase in error, 
produced by all the uncontrolled variables at home. 
Figure 12: Averaged Mean Error between testing conditions, Home and Clinic 
Figure 12:  The mean absolute error in units of speaker number of nine of the ten 
participants in the home and clinic conditions.  The difference between home and clinic 
mean errors is about 0.02 of a speaker distance (1/50th), or about 0.4 degrees. 
A possible learning effect was analyzed using a paired-samples t-test of the mean 
absolute error (in units of speaker number) between the first and second localization task, 
regardless of the condition (home or clinic).  The mean error between the first 
localization test and the second test was 0.097 (Figure 13).  There was no significant 
difference between the first and second tests (t9= 0.03, p=0.98); there is no effect of test 







Figure 13: Averaged Absolute Errors in the 1st and 2nd Localization Tasks 
Figure 13:  The mean absolute error in units of speaker number between all the 
participants’ first and second localization task, regardless of testing location (home or 
clinic).  There was no significant difference (p=0.98). 
Time between tests ranged differently for each participant (between one to ten 
weeks), thus there is opportunity to forget the tasks; additionally, the room acoustics at 
the two locations would be different, lending to possible differences in stimuli perception 
and participant accuracy.  The paired-samples correlations revealed a high correlation of 
0.976, showing that the good localizers at one location were also good localizers at the 







Figure 14: Individual Participant Data between the 1st and 2nd Localization Tasks 
Figure 14:  Mean absolute error of each participant’s first localization task versus their 
second, regardless of testing location (home or clinic).  Four participants performed 
worse in their first localization task, four participants performed worse in their second 
localization task, and two participants performed approximately the same. 
A two-way, cross-classified ANOVA evaluated the combined effects of location 
(home or clinic) and test order (first or second).   There was a significant two-way 
interaction (F1,16=4.92; p=0.041, pη







Figure 15: Absolute Error of 1st and 2nd Localization Tests based on Location 
Figure 15:  The marginal means from the ANOVA of the first and second localization 
tests with a regard to test location, home or clinic.  Participants who completed the task at 
home first and then clinic, condition two, performed better on the second localization test, 
whereas those who were in research condition one (clinic then home) performed worse.   
Figure 15 shows the marginal means from this ANOVA.   Performance is worst if the 
second test is at home and best if the second test is in the clinic.  The two ellipses with 
the arrows show the two groups of participants: the group with 1st test at home and 2nd in 
the clinic is seen toward the bottom of the Figure, showing better localization than the 
other group tested first in the clinic.  
The order-by-location is not significant in the CRM data discussed below 
(p>0.43), but the general trend is in the same direction: when the home test is first, 







The effect of hearing loss and age on sound localization accuracy was assessed 
using a one-way analysis of variance in the mean absolute error among the four 
subgroups of participants: children and adults with and without hearing loss (Figure 16).  
A significant difference was noted between the groups (F3,16=4.21, p=0.02).  Post-hoc 
Least-Significant Differences (LSD comparisons of all pairs) show that the adult-hearing 
loss (AHL) group was statistically different from the other 3 groups (p=0.01), and no 
other group was statistically different from each other (no p below 0.80 among these 3 
comparisons).  When Crusher (the worst performer) was omitted from the analysis the 
statistical significance remained (F3,14=10.5, p=0.001), with the adult hearing loss group 
making more errors and remaining statistically different from the other three groups 
(p=0.001) and with no significant difference among the other three comparisons (no p 







Figure 16: Localization differences between the Participant Subgroup Designations 
Figure 16:  The mean absolute error between participant subgroups.  The adult hearing 
loss group had the worse localization abilities with the most variance.  There was a 
significant difference between the adult hearing loss group and all other groups (p=0.01). 
 
Speech-In-Noise (CRM) Task: 
Data from the CRM task were analyzed using a repeated-measures ANOVA of the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), in dB SPL, within-subjects factors included four test 
configurations (speech and noise to speakers 1&8, 4&5, 5&4, and 8&1), the test location 
(home or clinic).  
 The mean SNR data of all four CRM configurations were separated on the basis 







shows each participants’ mean SNR threshold at each location and Figure 18 shows the 
overall SNR of all the participants at home and clinic. There was no significant effect of 
location (F1,9 =1.37, p=0.27, Effect Size pη
2=1.32).  
Figure 17: Individual Speech-Detection Threshold at Home and Clinic 
Figure 17:  The mean SNR of the CRM task individually plotted at the two testing 








Figure 18: Mean SNR data at Home and Clinic 
Figure 18:  The mean SNR across all participants’ four test configurations in the CRM 
task. There is no statistical difference between home and clinic. 
 A repeated-measures ANOVA analyzed the mean SNR in each of the four CRM 
configurations which were separated further by test condition (Figure 19). The analysis 












Figure 19: Mean CRM Threshold Data between the four test configurations  
Figure 19:  The mean SNR across all the participants’ four test configurations in the 
CRM task. There is no effect of CRM configuration (p=0.62). 
 A possible learning effect was analyzed using a paired-samples t-test of the mean 
SNR of the four CRM test configurations of all participants between the first and second 
CRM task, regardless of the location (home or clinic).  The mean difference between the 
first and second CRM test was 1.93 dB SPL (Figure 20).  There was no significant 
difference between the first and second tests (t9= 0.43, p=0.68); thus, no effect of test 









Figure 20: Mean SNR between the 1st and 2nd CRM Tasks 
Figure 20:  The mean SNR between all the participants’ first and second CRM tasks, 




 Correlations between the localization and CRM data were explored by converting 
the data from the two tasks into z-scores. The two z-scores were averaged for each 
participant; thus, a good listener in both tests would have a high z-score average. Figure 
21 shows the individuals’ averaged home z-scores plotted against the averaged clinic z-









Figure 21: Individuals’ averaged z-scores of the Home Tasks and Clinic Tasks  
 
Figure 21:  There was no significant relationship between combined normalized scores at 
home and clinic (p=0.15). 
To better understand if an individual’s acuity in the localization task may be predictive of 
their performance on the CRM task, individual z-scores were averaged over both home 
and clinic, separately for the localization and speech-in-noise task. Figure 22 plots these 
CRM z-scores versus the localization z-scores for each participant. Analysis revealed that 








Figure 22: Participants’ CRM z-scores plotted against their Localization z-scores 




















The important conclusion from these results is that there is no significant difference in 
horizontal localization accuracy or speech-detection thresholds in noise between 
supervised and unsupervised test conditions (clinic/lab versus home locations).  The 
average effect of all the uncontrolled variables that might have occurred with self-
administration at home was an underwhelming 0.4 degrees (or 1/50th of the distance 
between our speakers). 
There was no difference between the first and second localization tests (Figure 
13) revealing no order effect (no effect of learning).  Figure 14, which represents the 
individual performances of the first localization task versus the second, revealed a 50/50 
split regarding order effect.  Four participants performed better in the first localization 
test, four performed better in the second localization test, and two performed 
approximately the same.     
There was a puzzling location-by-order interaction.  Of the four participants in 
Figure 14 that performed worse on their second localization task, three (Lwaxana, Worf, 
and Troi) had self-administered the second test at home.  Of the four participants who 
showed improvement, or a perceived learning effect, between their first and second 
localization task, three (Picard, Lore, and LaForge) had their second test administered by 
a researcher within a clinic.  In other words, individuals who were tested first at home 
and then in the clinic had an average decrease in localization errors, whereas those who 
were tested first in the clinic and then at home had an average increase.  Although there is 







(confirmed by ANOVA p=0.041).  Another way of thinking about this interaction: those 
who did home testing first then performed better in their subsequent test in the clinic, and 
those who were tested in the clinic first performed worse when tested later at home.  It 
might make sense if performance had been better when the home test was second, 
because that could indicate that there was some carry-over learning from the first, 
supervised test in the clinic, however, the results are the reverse.  Maybe it is easier (more 
comfortable or less stressful) to begin testing at home.  Additionally, when those 
participants first performed the task at home, they had to understand the instructions in 
depth to accurately setup the device due to their unfamiliarity and to self-administer the 
test accurately for the first time; thus, when they later came into the clinic, and now had a 
facilitator that did everything for them, they performed better.  Perhaps the other group, 
tested first in the clinic, were over-reliant on the researcher and thus did poorly at home 
later without supervision.  Those individuals, whose first test was supervised (in clinic), 
did not have to think as critically about the test, or its procedures, because the facilitator 
had setup and explained everything.  Therefore, when those individuals did the test at 
home, it was more difficult for them; they may have briefly reviewed instructions, with a 
varying reliance on memory regarding test setup and procedures, inadvertently creating a 
more difficult time concentrating on the test without facilitator guidance.   
One of the ten participant’s data, Crusher, clearly provided differences that could 
only be described an outlier, however when the analysis was run excluding Crusher’s 
data the differences observed were negligible, therefore Crusher’s data was included in 







Crusher believed that stimuli were only presented at their ‘good ear,’ thus only selected 
speakers on their normal hearing side despite revealing to the researcher that they felt 
“sounds were coming from the other side too.” Crusher’s family member further revealed 
that sounds did indeed come from speakers on their ‘bad side.’ Although participation in 
the study was continued, the additional knowledge that sounds came from all the 
speakers, and not just those towards the ‘good ear,’ may have slightly improved their 
localization data between the clinical condition and the home condition.  Crusher’s CRM 
data were unaffected by the new information provided. 
Among the four subgroup designations of Figure 16 (adult hearing-loss, pediatric 
hearing-loss, adult non-hearing-loss, and pediatric non-hearing-loss) the localization data 
revealed a significant difference between the adult hearing-loss group and the other three 
groups.  When the localization data are re-analyzed with the outlier, Crusher, removed, 
the adult hearing-loss group’s mean absolute error is less, as expected, but more 
importantly for the ANOVA, the within-group variance also declines, and the adult-
hearing loss group is increasingly more significantly different from the other groups.   
The speech-in-noise results revealed no statistical difference between home and 
clinical testing.  Thus, CRM data collected at home, with only written instructions from 
the researcher, is as valid as receiving personal instruction and supervised testing within a 
clinical setting.  Understanding speech-in-noise is one of the most noted problems among 
unilateral listeners because it requires bilateral input, binaural integration through the 
ascending auditory pathway, functioning descending auditory pathway (MOC efferent 







sound deprivation and onset of hearing loss (see Appendix A: Extended Literature 
Review).  The finding of no difference in CRM thresholds estimated at home versus 
clinic suggests the deployable stereo-hearing testing device can be used with confidence 
within the homes of surgical patients (aural atresia repair, cochlear implantation, etc.) for 





















These results verify that the deployable stereo-hearing test system can be effectively 
setup and self-administered at home to obtain accurate estimates of individuals’ 
horizontal sound localization errors and speech-in-noise thresholds.  There was no 
statistically significant difference between home and clinically based localization tasks, 
with only an average, and insignificant, difference of 1/50th speaker separation or 0.4 
degrees of azimuth.  Overall there was no learning effect, but there was a location-by-
order interaction, possibly suggesting that initial learning at home is retained.  There were 
no differences in speech-in-noise thresholds, not between home and clinic, not between 
the 1st and 2nd tests, and no interaction. 
Age needs to be further explored as a factor in test assessment. More age-matched 
trials between hearing-loss and non-hearing loss children should be conducted to better 
establish pediatric normative data for the localization and CRM tasks.   
The device, with detailed written instruction and communication from the 
clinician, can be successfully self-administered by participants at home, rendering similar 
data obtained within a clinical setting, which accurately identifies the ability to localize 












A: Extended Literature Review 
Previous Studies using the Stereo-Hearing Testing System: 
 
The deployable stereo-hearing testing system was originally utilized by Sofia Ganev, a 
previous CSD student at JMU, resulting in the compilation work titled, Development and 
Deployment of a Small Stereo-Hearing Testing System: Two Manuscripts.    
Manuscript One: 
The first manuscript was written in part to complete the graduation requirement of 
writing a thesis for JMU’s honors college.  The first manuscript contained the study 
Development of a Deployable Stereo-Hearing System.  The purpose being to accurately 
identify three populations: bilateral listeners, unilateral listeners, and ‘fake’ unilateral 
listeners (bilateral listeners with an earplug in one ear, creating a pseudo-unilateral 
listening condition) by their performance on localization and speech-in-noise tasks.  This 
study had a population size of 50: 40 of which were bilateral listeners with normal 
hearing and ten were unilateral listeners with one normal hearing ear and one severe or 
profound hearing ear.  33 bilateral listeners completed the localization task, 18 of which 
completed the task a second time with an earplug, creating the fake unilateral group, and 
six true unilateral listeners completed the localization task.  20 bilateral listeners 
completed the speech-in-noise task, all of whom completed it a second time with an 
earplug to create the fake unilateral group, and five unilateral listeners completed the 







The data revealed a very large effect size (Cohen’s d >3), in both the localization 
and speech-in-noise tasks with best performers to worst being the following: localization 
task – bilaterals, true unilaterals, then fake unilaterals; speech-in-noise task – bilaterals, 
fake unilaterals, then true unilaterals.  The data revealed in the localization task have been 
reiterated by other studies, which also showed that true unilateral listeners typically 
perform better than fake unilateral listeners due to compensatory strategies that have been 
developed neurologically (Slattery& Middlebrooks, 1994; Firszt, 2017).  The true 
unilateral group’s performance relied heavily on the source of the signal: whether the 
hemi-field of the presentation aligned with their ‘good’ ear or ‘bad’ ear. The bilateral 
listeners’ performance was largely unaffected by the location of the signal or the noise.  
These results enabled further research using the stereo-hearing testing device due to the 
near perfect results of the bilateral listeners (control group) and the large effect size 
between the control and the true unilateral listening group.  The control group provided 
data which the targeted test population, aural atresia patients who received a canalplasty, 
were compared. The goal being to evaluate the aural-atresia group’s performance 
overtime in a longitudinal study to analyze their prospective increase in binaural 
processing with their newly opened/repaired atretic ear.  (Ganev, 2014). 
Manuscript Two: 
The second manuscript was a continuation of the first, written in part to complete a 
graduation requirement, a doctoral dissertation, for JMU’s doctor of Audiology program.  
The second manuscript contained the study Deployment of a Stereo-Hearing System to 







the device to the subjects’ homes and analyzed the performance of unilateral, aural atresia 
subjects (with a surgically repaired ear) in the localization and speech-in-noise tasks, 
comparing their data to the bilateral listener control group (plugged and unplugged) as 
well as the unilateral listener group from the first manuscript.  The goal of the second 
manuscript was to better understand and investigate changes in binaural processing and 
performances on the two tasks, localization and speech-in-noise, following the 
canalplasty which opened the atretic ear to acoustic stimulation.  This study included nine 
postoperative, congenital-aural-atresia subjects between the ages of 5 and 25 years old.  
The elapsed time of subjects receiving the canalplasty ranged between four months and 
eleven years.  All subjects had normal hearing in their non-atretic ear, and all patients, 
except one, had hearing thresholds within the normal to mild hearing range (40 dB HL or 
lower/better) following their reparative surgery.  (Ganev, 2017). 
The results from the second manuscript in the horizontal localization task 
revealed an improved performance, in root-mean-squared error in degrees, of the repaired 
aural atresia group when compared to the unilateral listeners of the first manuscript.  
Results, from best to worst, were bilateral listeners, repaired aural atresia listeners, 
unilateral listeners, and fake unilaterals (bilateral listeners with one ear plugged).  The 
speech-in-noise task revealed similar results, on average, bilateral listeners performing 
best across all four configurations, followed by postoperative aural atresia subjects, 
unilateral subjects, and fake unilaterals.  When both tasks are compared within the 
postoperative aural atresia group, no correlative data was found, rather, subjects were 







demonstrating good performances in both.  Another finding was a non-linear 
improvement in both the localization and speech-in-noise tasks when compared to the 
time living with the surgically repaired ear.  Apart from one outlier, typically the longer 
the patient has had the surgically repaired ear (in years), the better they performed on the 
speech-in-noise task.  Additionally, clinical covariates, such as age, time since the 
canalplasty, and post/pre-op audiometric data were not correlated with performance on 
either of the two tasks.  The only prospective indicator identified within the discussion of 
the second study was postoperative pure-tone-averages (PTA) and speech-in-noise scores 
(the better the PTA, the better the speech-in-noise performance).  The second manuscript 
detailed the ability to successfully package and send the deployable stereo-hearing testing 
device to nine postoperative aural atresia subjects who unpackaged, setup, and self-
administered the two tasks within their home.  The cost-benefit of the study was 
favorable, allowing the device to collect binaural-processing information on all nine 
participants while maintaining device integrity; however, one of the nine shipments was 
received back as slightly damaged.  Average and individual shipping costs to each subject 
were not documented, however they were estimated at being less than $100 round trip, 
when insured at $1000, in the second manuscript.  (Ganev, 2017). 
Binaural Hearing: 
Binaural hearing, the integration of acoustic stimuli delivered from both ears to the brain, 
offers several advantages over unilateral hearing, which is a single acoustic signal 







ears provide binaural listeners with greater localization acuity and better speech 
discrimination within the presence of background or competing noise (Firszt, 2017).   
Binaural Integration: Anatomy and Physiology 
Ascending Pathway of the Auditory System: 
Hearing begins with the peripheral hearing system, which is comprised of the outer, 
middle, and inner ear.  Sound arrives via acoustic sound waves and are collected by the 
pinna, which funnels the soundwaves into the external auditory canal towards the 
tympanic membrane.  When sound reaches the tympanic membrane, the membrane 
buckles, which begins the mechanical transformation of sound through the ossicles of the 
middle ear.  The mechanical levering of the ossicles results in the pumping of the stapes 
on the oval window, transferring the signal into hydro-mechanical energy via the fluid of 
the cochlea and the mechanical response within the inner ear.  The displacement of fluid 
within the cochlea causes depolarization of inner and outer hair cells; this excitatory 
movement, when summated, results in an electrical action potential that then travels to 
the central auditory nervous system, by way of the auditory eighth-nerve, to be 
interpreted by the brain.  (Gelfand, 1998).   
Binaural processing and integration involve cortical processing in the brain, 
occurring throughout the ascending central auditory nervous system (CANS).  Signals in 
the CANS begin with the electrical signals from both ears exciting the cochlear nuclei 
(CN) Outputs of the CN bifurcate bilaterally and ascend to the level of the superior 
olivary complex (SOC), the first point of binaural summation in the brain (Gelfand, 1998; 







(LL), followed by the inferior colliculus (IC), which then ascends to the medial 
geniculate body (MGB), and is finally delivered to the auditory cortex. 
The CN is the first level of signal processing and is comprised of three main 
components: the anterior ventral cochlear nucleus (AVCN), the posterior ventral cochlear 
nucleus (PVCN), and the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) (Yost, 2007; Pickles, 2013).  
The majority of the CN fibers travel via the AVCN and cross the brainstem at the 
trapezoid body, which is comprised of the ventral acoustic stria (Pickles, 2013).  The 
largest outflow of fibers of the trapezoid body are delivered to the contralateral SOC or 
LL, with fewer fibers traveling to the ipsilateral SOC.   The SOC is the lowest portion of 
the CANS to receive bilateral information from both crossed (contralateral) and 
uncrossed (ipsilateral) pathways of the CN (Gelfand, 1998; Yost, 2007; Pickles, 2013).  
 The SOC is comprised of three parts: the medial superior olive (MSO), the lateral 
superior olive (LSO), and the medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (MNTB) (Yost, 
2007).  The fibers of the ventral acoustic stria bifurcate. The first division is 
representative of sound intensity received from each ear, and then compared in the lateral 
LSO.  The fibers transmitting to the ipsilateral LSO are then directly routed to the central 
nucleus and contralateral stimulation is routed by way of the MNTB into the LSO.  The 
second division of the ventral acoustic stria is representative of the timing of sound 
stimuli which are compared by the MSO.  With no intermediary synapse, fibers from the 
AVCN provide input directly to the MSO.  (Pickles, 2013). 
The LSO compares the intensity information provided by both ears by way of an 







difference (IID); this is the difference in intensity received between both ears and is 
largely representative of high frequency information.  The IID are typically more 
representative of high frequency stimuli due to the effects of head shadow.  Head shadow 
is when the head serves as a barrier between the two ears receiving an acoustic signal.  
High frequency sounds have smaller wave lengths which restricts the sinewave from 
traveling around the head, so a more intense signal is received by the closer ear and a 
diminished signal to the ear cast in shadow.  Due to this, the LSO and the IID are largely 
representative of high frequency information.  The contralateral pathway, the ear 
receiving secondary information (the ear affected by head shadow), is one of inhibition, 
which decreases the firing rate of the nerve fibers receiving excitatory stimulation in the 
LSO.  The LSO provides bilateral projections to the central nucleus of the IC.  (Pickles, 
2013). 
The MSO compares the timing between the arrival of sound to both ears by way 
of an excitatory, ipsilateral pathway from the AVCN.  This comparison is called the 
interaural timing difference (ITD); this timing difference between both ears and is largely 
representative of low frequency information.  The signal received by both ears is 
interpreted through the temporal disparities in waveform phase.  The disparities in time 
between both ears create a delay line, much like a domino effect of cell activation, where 
successive MSO cells are activated in accordance to the one before it, creating the ITD 
due to delayed excitation.  (Yost, 2007; Pickles, 2013). 
 The ascending central auditory nervous system continues by way of the lateral 







(IC).  The LL is the primary ascending auditory pathway. The LL receives both crossed 
and uncrossed information from the SOC and retains tonotopically organized fibers 
bilaterally.  (Yost, 2007; Pickles, 2013). 
The IC serves as the auditory relay and reflex center, nestled in the midbrain, and 
can be segmented into three parts: the central nucleus, the dorsal cortex, and the 
paracentral nucleus.  The central nucleus maintains tonotopic organization, which are 
patches of auditory information that create similar responses within the ascending 
pathway. This enhances the frequency tuning and the intensity/temporal coding of the 
signal, which assists in providing more localization cues.  The dorsal cortex receives 
somatosensory and auditory information.  The paracentral nucleus is an integrative area 
for somatosensory information rather than information.  (Gelfand, 1998; Yost, 2007; 
Pickles, 2013). 
Information from the IC is then transferred to the medial geniculate body (MGB) 
which receive both auditory, from the central nucleus of the IC, and somatosensory (non-
auditory), from the paracentral nucleus and limbic system, information.  The MGB 
provides feature extraction from the auditory input and shows the first emergence of ear 
dominance in the CANS.  Within the MGB, speech signals are further encoded through 
contrast and modulation enhancement, feature extraction, and formant transitions.  This 
information is then sent to the primary auditory cortex.  (Gelfand, 1998; Yost, 2007; 
Pickles, 2013). 
Olivocochlear Bundle: 







service outside the typical excitatory function of the CANS.  The olivocochlear bundle is 
part of the SOC, and it is comprised of fibers which cross on the dorsal surface of the 
brainstem to the contralateral SOC.  Some of these crossed fibers branch into the cochlear 
nucleus, however, the majority continue to the contralateral vestibular-cochlear nerve of 
the cochlea.  (Pickles, 2013). 
The olivocochlear bundle also maintains the subset function of the medial 
olivocochlear bundle (MOC).  The MOC creates an efferent crossed and uncrossed 
suppression system in response to the ascending auditory pathway.  There are two 
pathways of efferent suppression.  The crossed pathway consists of the signal from the 
ipsilateral ear ascending from the cochlea to the cochlear nucleus, which then crosses the 
midline of the brainstem to stimulate the contralateral MOC neurons and several lateral 
olivocochlear bundle neurons (LOC). The crossed pathway continues to cross the midline 
of the brainstem a second time, by way of the OCB, back to the ipsilateral cochlea.  The 
uncrossed pathway is comprised of the signal from the contralateral cochlea, which 
crosses the midline of the brainstem to innervate the ipsilateral MOC neurons and many 
LOC neurons. The uncrossed pathway’s signal remains on the ipsilateral side, traveling 
via the OCB to the CN and into the ipsilateral cochlea.  The effects of the crossed and 
uncrossed MOC pathways create an inhibition of the ascending auditory signal, with the 
uncrossed MOC noted as the larger inhibiting pathway.  (Gelfand, 1998; Yost, 2007; 
Guinan, 2006; Pickles, 2013). 
These efferent pathways provide signal suppression which is used in combination 







nerve responses to transient sounds.  It creates a reduction in the response of the auditory 
nerve, allowing the inner hair cells (IHC) to continue to respond to targeted stimuli 
(speech), which extends their performance while delaying their saturation threshold in 
noise.  This partially restores the dynamic range of the IHC, so that the signal (speech) 
can be better transmitted up the CANS within the presence of noise; this feature is known 
as the binaural unmasking of sound.  (Gelfand, 1998; Guinan, 2006; Yost, 2007; de Boer 
et al.  2012; Pickles, 2013). 
Binaural Processes in [normal hearing] Bilateral Listeners: 
The ascending CANS enables the transfer of sound from the peripheral hearing system to 
the auditory cortex, where sound encoding and interpretation occurs simultaneously from 
both ears.  Several functions emerge as a result of binaural integration, including binaural 
summation, sound localization, and the ability to understand speech in noise (binaural 
release from masking).  Due to these binaural processes, normal-hearing bilateral-
listeners have a better understanding of speech-in-noise as well as a better ability to 
localize sounds than unilateral listeners (Firszt, Reeder, & Holden, 2016). 
Binaural Summation: 
Binaural summation is the concept that two ears provide the doubling of power, on a 
logarithmic scale, in the perception of intensity.  Summation implying a 2:1 advantage 
regarding the number of ears a typically-developing-listener maintains, creating the 
algorithm 10 log 2/1 = 3 dB. This algorithm asserts that two ears receiving the same 







demonstrated by Marks (1979) who accurately predicted the magnitude of binaural 
summation of loudness at 100, 400, and 1000 Hz using tones. 
Localization: 
Localization, or the ability to identify the source of sound, is encoded in three 
dimensions, the horizontal plane (left to right), the vertical plane (up and down), and 
spatial dimension (distance).  The stereo-hearing testing device assesses the ability to 
locate sound on the horizontal plane.  The ability to localize sound accurately is largely 
dependent on bilateral sound information that is summated to create binaural processes.  
Sound coming from one side of the head is affected by a process called head shadow, 
which is when the head creates a barrier between the ears funneling the sound.  
Depending on the frequency of the stimulus, the head shadow affects the phase and 
intensity of the signal differently.  Low frequencies circumvent intensity differences 
caused by head shadow due to their large wave oscillations, allowing them to bend 
around the head, but the far ear (shadowed ear) may receive the signal out of phase or 
slightly delayed in time. High frequencies have shorter wave oscillations, often providing 
negligible or unperceivable timing differences, but may be obstructed by the head 
causing differences in intensity received by the far ear.   Head shadow interacts largely 
with high frequency signals and IIDs; the low frequencies are more affected by the 
timing/phase of the signal, due to the large wave oscillations bending around the head 
and presenting the signal at each ear in different phases.  Together, the ITD (typically a 
function of lower frequencies) and IID (typically a function of higher frequencies) create 







will receive the stimulus faster and at a more intense level than the contralateral ear.  
(Gelfand, 1998; Yost, 2007).   
Understanding Speech-in-Noise: 
As previously discussed, the MOC is perceived to create a release from masking, which 
enables IHCs to continue to fire action potentials in the presence of noise (due to noise 
suppression) preventing early saturation of IHCs in noisy environments.  The efferent 
inhibition of the MOC enhances the targeted signal while actively suppressing the 
untargeted noise.  The ‘cocktail party effect’ is a term used to describe the difficulty 
listeners have focusing on a speaker among the background noise of a party (multi-talker 
noise).  In this scenario, the signal is typically closer to one ear than the other, the ear 
closest to the speaker will receive a faster and more intense stimulus level from the 
speaker’s voice than their contralateral ear, however, the signal will still mix with the 
competing noise.  Simultaneously, the contralateral ear (furthest from the signal), which 
is receiving a weaker and delayed signal from the speaker, is also inflicted by the same 
noise input as the closer ear.  Despite the perception of increased loudness of noise by the 
two ears, the signal is more audible in the presence of noise, particularly when the noise 
presented to both ears is in phase with each other.  The ability to understand speech 
within the cocktail party is an example of binaural squelch or the binaural masking level 
difference (BMLD).  Binaural squelch is a neural capability for most binaural listeners; 
when presented with speech and noise stimuli bilaterally, the differences between both 
signals are identified and separated (Figure 23).  In optimal circumstances, when the 







BMLD can maximally have a release of 15 dB from masking.  This phenomenon is more 
prevalent with low frequency stimuli (below 1500 Hz) and is dependent on the phase of 
the noise and stimuli presented to the ears.  Above 1500 Hz, the release from masking 
maintains about a 3 dB difference.  (Gelfand, 1998; Pickles, 2013). 
Figure 23: Binaural Squelch in Unilateral versus Bilateral Listeners 
Figure 23:  Picture from Staab, 2015.  The left image depicts the inability for unilateral 
listeners separate the speech signal from noise as compared to binaural listeners depicted 
on the right. 
 
Binaural Processes in Unilateral Listeners: 
Unilateral listeners are defined as individuals who only receive auditory input from one 
ear.  These individuals typically do not have functional binaural processes as described 
above.  The question (that the stereo-hearing testing system attempts to answer) remains: 
will the introduction of sound to the previously deprived ear create binaural processes? 
The binaural processes noted above are a result of redundancy of a signal, auditory 
summation, and the effects of head shadow on two ears.  The absence or malfunction of 







understanding speech in noise.  Although the ascending auditory pathway largely remains 
the same, the missing component is the continued comparison between the signals 
received from the ears (ITDs, IIDs, signal contrast and feature enhancement).   
Congenital Aural atresia: 
Congenital aural atresia patients are individuals who are born with either an extremely 
stenotic or absent external auditory meatus. This may be accompanied by the 
malformation or absence of the middle ear ossicles, or the presence of microtia, which is 
the malformation or absence of the pinna.  Although this craniofacial abnormality can 
occur bilaterally, it is three times more likely to occur unilaterally, in males more than 
females, affecting 1 in every 10,000 - 20,000 births (Kelley and Scholes, 2007).   
Depending on the severity of the congenital aural atresia, determined by the 
Jahrsdoerfer grading scale (Jahrsdoerfer, 1992), corrective surgery can open the atretic 
meatus to allow air-conduction sounds to stimulate the inner ear.  Audiometric thresholds 
of an atretic ear typically reveal a maximally conductive hearing loss, meaning the inner 
ear functions at a normal, or near normal, level (bone conduction thresholds of 25 dB or 
better/ lower), while abnormalities in the outer and/or middle ears create a moderate to 
severe air-conduction hearing loss. 
Reparative surgery for atretic ears typically include a canalplasty, the 
restructuring and opening of the external auditory meatus and a tympanoplasty, the repair 
or creation of the tympanic membrane.  A middle-ear prosthesis may be implanted if the 
atretic ear also maintained damaged or absent middle ear ossicles.  Plastic to reconstruct 







canalplasty.  A successful reparative surgery of an atretic ear has been defined as a pos-
operative speech reception threshold of 15-25 dB HL, postoperatively (Jahrsdoerfer, 
1992). 
Following the reparative surgery, binaural processes experienced by patients are 
variable.  It has been noted that binaural summation provides a 3 dB gain immediately 
following surgery due to the new bilateral input (Kesser, Cole, & Gray, 2016).  Other 
processes, such as binaural squelch and localization, variably emerge as a result of 
auditory deprivation and underdeveloped spatial mapping (Wilmington, Gray, & 
Jahrsdoerfer, 1994; Gray, Kesser, & Cole, 2009; Rothpletz, Wightman, & Kistler, 2012; 
Firszt, 2015; Firszt, 2017; Ganev, 2017).   
 Moon et al. (2014) tested horizontal localization after atresia repair using a 
circular speaker configuration where eight speakers were placed 45° apart from each 
other and one-meter from the subject.  The subjects in that study, who all received a 
canalplasty, demonstrated great improvement in localization when compared to their 
preoperative measurements at six months with sustaining measurements also at twelve 
months.  Although this study documented statistical improvement between preoperative 
and postoperative tests, it fails to compare the results of the aural atresia patients to 
normal binaural listeners.  As previously discussed, binaural input is immediately 
achieved following aural atresia repair (Gray, Kesser, and Cole, 2009), however the 









B: Participant Information and Data 






































































































































































C: Test Instructions 
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